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Abstract
Most biological actions of proteins, including their ability to interact with one another, involve some specific parts of

their three-dimensional structure, called binding sites. These have evolved for their ability to bind other molecules effec-

tively and are often conserved in different proteins. Identifying protein-protein binding sites in a protein that is known

to interact with other proteins can provide important clues to the function of the protein and can also be used in protein-

protein docking studies to reduce the search space explored by docking algorithms. We have developed an algorithm for

structural similarity search in a database of non-redundant protein structures to find conserved binding regions on pro-

teins involved in protein-protein interactions. We have used this algorithm to find conserved regions on a protein surfa-

ce. The structurally conserved residues found were labeled as a protein-protein binding site, which allowed us to tune

the AutoDock docking algorithm to predict the native protein complex structure from unbound protein structures. The

conservation of protein structures that correctly predicted protein-protein binding site was used in AutoDock program to

improve protein-protein docking. A web application based on our method is available at http://probis.cmm.ki.si.
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1. Introduction

The number of proteins, that are known to interact,
is growing fast, but the structures of protein complexes
deposited in Protein Data Bank (PDB) are still relatively
scarce.1–3 The experimental methods for obtaining struc-
tures of protein complexes are inherently demanding, sin-
ce interacting proteins may fail to form a complex under
the conditions needed for the crystallization. This creates
an opportunity for the development of computational ap-
proaches, which can both confirm and guide the experi-
ments. Protein-protein docking, one of the most promi-
nent computational approaches for inferring protein-pro-
tein interactions, aims to predict the three-dimensional
structure of a multimeric protein complex from its consti-
tuent protein structures. Success of docking can be signifi-
cantly improved by pre-knowledge of location of protein-
protein binding sites.4–8 Restricting a docking algorithm,
so that it only searches relevant parts of phase space, faci-
litates in finding the native structure of a protein complex.
Since experimental data about protein-protein binding si-

tes are not always available it would be quite rewarding to
have computational tools for predicting binding sites on
proteins. 

The paradigm in computational prediction of pro-
tein-protein binding sites is to analyze interfaces of a set
of existing protein complexes and to determine parame-
ters which differentiate binding sites from the rest of the
protein surface.9 It is known that certain residues appear
more often in interfaces than in the rest of the protein and
that certain residues, namely hotspots, which contribute
the most to the binding free energy, are conserved.10–13

Recently, we developed the algorithm which pre-
dicts protein-protein binding sites using conserved protein
surface structure and physical-chemical properties in a da-
tabase of non-redundant protein structures.14–16 We then
implemented this algorithm inside ProBiS, a server for de-
tection of protein binding sites.17 The algorithm is based
on the idea that the most conserved part of the protein sur-
face in terms of the physical-chemical properties must be
related either to the binding of small endogenous ligands
or of other proteins. To find the conserved part of the pro-
tein surface, the algorithm compares the query protein
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with other proteins, and finds those which share local sur-
face similarities with the input protein. The algorithm was
tested in predicting protein-protein binding sites on diffe-
rent sets of known protein complexes, whose structures
were obtained from the PDB. Our algorithm was found to
detect both protein-protein interfaces, as well as alternati-
ve conserved sites on protein surfaces14–16.

In this paper, we provide proof of concept of the
usefulness of our approach for prediction of protein-pro-
tein binding sites based on protein surface conservation in
docking of unbound protein structures. Using AutoDock
docking program18 combined with our algorithm for pre-
dicting protein-protein binding sites enables us to find the
complex formed between two proteins from their un-
bound (monomer) structures. Also we have modified the
force field used in AutoDock program, which was previ-
ously used mainly for docking of small ligands, by alte-
ring Lennard-Jones energy parameters for atoms in the
predicted protein-protein binding site19. Our approach was
then applied to binding site prediction and docking of two
unbound protein structures, a transforming growth factor
β (TβR-1) and immunophilin FKBP12, which are known
to interact20–21. Our structural conservation algorithm ac-
curately predicts the binding site on one of the unbound
proteins, which is later used together with the modified
AutoDock force field to restrain the docking of this un-
bounded protein. The docking is thus focused only to the
residues which make up the protein-protein interface.
Using our approach, native protein complex structures are
found in 150 docking runs, whereas docking without pre-
viously predicted protein-protein binding sites provides
no structures of the complex. The best docked protein
conformation resulting from our newly developed ap-
proach is then compared with the known PDB structure of
this protein complex and is found to be in a good agree-
ment with the experimentally determined structure. 

2. Experimental

2. 1. Similarity Ssearching Algorithm
In this section, we give a brief outline of our algo-

rithm for prediction of protein-protein binding sites, a detai-
led description of which is given elsewhere14–16. To predict
protein-protein binding sites, the algorithm requires that the
structure of the query protein and at least one structurally
similar protein, i.e., a structural neighbor, are known. 

– The algorithm first extracts the solvent accessible
surface atoms of these two protein structures. An
atom is counted as solvent accessible if its surface
is less than 1.1 Å from the surface of a sphere with
radius 1.4 Å which is rolled over the atoms22.

– The atoms of the surface residues for each of the
two proteins are then replaced with labeled verti-
ces, so that the physical-chemical properties of the
functional groups are preserved. Five labels,

hydrogen bond donor (DO), hydrogen bond ac-
ceptor (AC), mixed acceptor/donor (ACDO), aro-
matic (PI), and aliphatic (AL) are used to describe
the potential interactions of the functional groups
of surface residues23.

– The distances between each vertex and its neigh-
boring vertices are then calculated and stored as a
distance matrix, to facilitate comparison of the
two protein surfaces. 

– The two proteins represented as labeled vertices
are then compared, so that each vertex from pro-
tein 1 is compared with each vertex from protein
2. The number of positive matches could be enor-
mous, i.e., for two proteins each of 1000 residues a
maximum of million positive matches could be
found. The number of positive matches is signifi-
cantly reduced by comparing distance matrices in-
stead of vertices alone.

– A graph theoretical algorithm for finding a maxi-
mum clique, which takes the set of matched verti-
ces as an input, then determines the maximum si-
milarity substructure between the two protein sur-
faces24, 25. 

2. 2. Protein Structures

The Database of Interacting Proteins was queried
for proteins involved in protein-protein interactions1. We
have chosen only interactions for which structures of both
protein partners in an unbound form as well as the structu-
re of the protein complex are available. We have selected
two unbound interacting proteins, a transforming growth
factor β (TβR-1) and immunophilin FKBP12, with their
respective PDB codes 1ias and 1d6o. The corresponding
structure of their protein complex is found under PDB co-
de 1b6c, where chain A represents bound form of
FKBP12 and chain B bound form of TβR-1 protein. The
proteins that were found to be structurally similar to the
unbound FKBP12 protein were (their PDB codes): 1ix5,
1jvw, 1pbk, 1q6h, 1r9h, 1u79, 2awg, 2d9f, 2if4, 2ofn,
2pbc, 2uz5, and 3b7x, and for unbound TβR-1 (their PDB
codes): 1ckj, 1kob, 1m17, 1o6k, 1o9u, 1u59, 1wak, 1yhv,
1yvj, 2b7a, 2bfy, 2csn, 2f4j, 2ivt, 2izs, 2j0l, 2jbo, 2pzy,
2qkw, 2qlu, 2qr7, 2v7o, 3bkb, and 3lck. 

2. 3. Prediction of Binding Sites

A non-redundant Protein Data Bank was queried
with the polypeptide chain for which the prediction was
performed using the ProBiS server17. We used strict para-
meters to avoid excessively dissimilar structures, use of
which could lead to biased predictions. All of the protein
structures in this list were structurally aligned and share
local structure similarities with query protein. The process
of comparing the query protein structure sequentially with
the other proteins is shown in Figure 1. In each step of the
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algorithm, the detected conserved surface regions were
mapped over the previous ones14–16. Each residue on the
surface of a query protein was assigned a conservation
score, which counts the number of times this residue is
conserved in the predicted structurally similar proteins. 

Figure 1. Protein-protein binding sites prediction procedure.

Structures of the non-redundant PDB proteins are sequentially

compared with the query protein. The found similarities are map-

ped on the surface of the query protein.

2. 4. Docking Protocol

AutoDock 4.0 was used for the docking simulation.
We employed the Lamarckian genetic algorithm (LGA)
for ligand conformational searching, which is a hybrid of
a genetic algorithm and a local search algorithm. This al-
gorithm first builds a population of individuals (genes),
each being a different random conformation of the docked
molecule. Each individual is then mutated to acquire a
slightly different translation and rotation and the local
search algorithm then performs energy minimizations on
a user-specified proportion of the population of indivi-
duals. The individuals with the low resulting energy are
then transferred to the next generation and the process is
repeated. The algorithm is called Lamarckian because
every new generation of individuals is allowed to inherit
the local search adaptations of their parents. 

The preparation of the target protein TβR-1 (un-
bound target) with the AutoDockTools software involved

adding all hydrogen atoms to the macromolecule, which
is a step necessary for correct calculation of partial atomic
charges. Gasteiger charges are calculated for each atom of
the macromolecule in AutoDock 4.0 instead of Kollman
charges which were used in the previous versions of this
program. Three-dimensional affinity grids of size 277 ×
277 × 277 Å with 0.6 Å spacing were centered on the geo-
metric center of the target protein and were calculated for
each of the following atom types: HD, C, A, N, OA, and
SA, representing all possible atom types in a protein. Ad-
ditionally, an electrostatic map and a desolvation map we-
re calculated.

We set important docking parameters for the LGA
as follows: population size of 150 individuals, 2.5 million
energy evaluations, maximum of 27000 generations, num-
ber of top individuals to automatically survive to next ge-
neration of 1, mutation rate of 0.02, crossover rate of 0.8,
150 docking runs, and random initial positions and con-
formations. The probability of performing local search on
an individual in the population was set to 0.06 and the ma-
ximum number of iterations per local search was set to
300. Unbound target TβR-1 and unbound ligand FKBP12
proteins were both treated as rigid. The docking jobs were
distributed to the CROW Linux cluster26, each producing
150 docked conformations and the calculations were com-
pleted in less than 2 days.

2. 5. Modified Force Field

We modified the force field used by the AutoDock
docking program, so that the atoms belonging to the pre-
dicted binding site would feel stronger attraction to other
atoms by enlarging the well depth parameters for those
atoms27. The well depth of the energy function for each in-
teraction between two atoms is defined by the Lennard-
Jones parameter epsilon. The higher value of this parame-
ter means lower well depth and stronger interaction. We
take the modified values of this epsilon parameter for
atom types found in proteins (HD, C, A, N, OA, and SA)
to be 2, 5, and 10 times higher as the standard values. 

2. 6. Docking Success

The success of docking was measured by comparing
the locations of predicted binding site residues in docked
conformations of ligand with the corresponding bounded
ones from the crystal structure of the complex. We calcu-
lated the RMSD between the backbone atoms of the pre-
dicted binding site residues on unbound and bound struc-
tures, after superimposing the structure of known complex
to the predicted complex.

To estimate the advantage of using the modified
over the unmodified force field we determined the cluste-
ring of docked conformations. The premise was when a
global minimum for the native conformation exists then
the docked conformations would cluster towards this
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structure. A docking success can therefore be measured
by the degree of clustering of docked conformations. We
calculated the geometric centers of docked conforma-
tions, i.e., for each run 150 centers, and counted the num-
ber of neighboring centers in a 6 Å radius sphere around
each geometric center. The number of neighboring geo-
metric centers was then used as a measure for clustering
of the docked conformations.

3. Results and Discussion

For protein-protein binding site prediction and doc-
king, we selected two unbound protein structures, a trans-
forming growth factor β (TβR-1) and immunophilin
FKBP12. The corresponding protein complex structure
(PDB code 1b6c, chains A and B) was used for validation
of our results. The structure of unbound FKBP12 protein
in our similarity searching algorithm represents a query
protein and in docking can be viewed as ligand. The struc-
ture of unbound TβR-1 is our target protein.

3. 1. Binding Sites Prediction

We predicted the binding site for the protein
FKBP12 (unbound form) by searching for conservation in
its structural neighbors. We found 12 structurally similar
proteins for this query protein through the ProBiS web
server17. All structural alignments were obtained by supe-
rimposing conserved patches of the protein surfaces (con-
sidering predicted binding site residues only) and not glo-
bal structural alignments of proteins (considering all resi-
dues).

We checked for differences between the bound and
unbound protein structures, to test if any conformational
changes occur in proteins upon binding, since these diffe-
rences affect docking. These differences were measured
by the RMSD between the unbound target protein and its
counterpart from the protein complex. The calculated va-
lue of the RMSD between the backbone atoms of the alig-
ned target protein in bound and unbound form was 1.951
Å. We were also interested in the RMSD between binding
site regions of these two proteins (25 residues) which was
found to be 2.875 Å. This suggests that the interfacial re-
sidues undergo conformational changes during binding.
The RMSD difference between the ligand in bound and
unbound form was 0.349 Å suggesting only minor confor-
mational changes during binding.

The conserved residues of unbound FKBP12 protein
that were found by structural similarity search and resi-
dues belonging to the actual binding site from the bound
FKBP12 are shown in Figure 2. We observe that the con-
served residues strongly coincide with the actual protein-
protein binding site. Two residues, Tyr 82 and Gly 83, are
found to be conserved in 8 out of 13 structural neighbors
(red in Figure 2, panel (a)) and are the most conserved

part of the FKBP12 protein surface. They are located clo-
se to the center of the binding site region and when bound,
Tyr 82 is completely buried in the interface. 

Figure 2. Surface maps on unbound FKBP12 protein: (a) predicted

binding site (8 times conserved residues are in red; 7 times in oran-

ge; 6 times in light orange; 5 times in yellow; 4 times in light green;

3 times in green; 2 times in cyan; 1 times in light blue; not conser-

ved are colored blue); (b) actual binding site (binding site residues

are in red; the rest of the surface is in blue).

As a possible protein-protein binding site we consi-
dered residues with structural similarity scores > 0.7 (see
Figure 2). These predicted binding site residues are shown
in Figure 3. It can be seen that they are located at different
parts of FKBP12 protein sequence, even though they are
close together in the protein structure. It should be empha-
sized that these conserved residues are found by structural
similarity search in protein structures and not by align-
ments of proteins sequences.

a) b)

Figure 3. Sequence of FKBP12 protein and predicted binding site

as displayed on our web page (http://probis.cmm.ki.si). Residues

with high similarity scores are colored in different shades of red. 

The unbound target protein (TβR-1) was also used
to search for conserved regions of its surface. We find
conserved large part of GS region, where the protein-pro-
tein binding site for FKBP12 is located, as well as the ca-
talytic segment. However, the predictions were not used in
docking, primarily because the predicted binding site sur-
face was not a continuous surface patch. Our similarity
searching algorithm could not distinguish between diffe-
rent conserved regions in this case.

3. 2. Docking

The AutoDock 4.0 docking program was employed
for the docking of protein FKBP12 (unbounded ligand) to
the protein TβR-1 (unbounded target). This docking pro-
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gram uses an all atom representation of protein structures
and is therefore computationally demanding. The docking
to the unbound target protein was performed with and wit-
hout (blind docking) the previous knowledge of the loca-
tion of the protein-protein binding site on unbounded li-
gand. To validate the modified force field effects on doc-
king we observed position of the binding site residues re-
lative to the target protein surface. The stronger force field
affected the docking so that on average predicted binding
site residues were docked closer to the target protein sur-
face as shown in Table 1. It can be seen that five time lar-
ger modified force field parameters in docking program
gave the highest number of best docked structures.

Table 1. Summary of docked conformations.

Force field Orientationa Best docked b Clusteringc

standard 2.5 2 0

modified (2x) 4.2 1 0

modified (5x) 3.1 9 4

modified (10x) 2.9 7 6

a Average number of predicted binding site residues < 10 Å from

the surface of the target protein for all 150 docked conformations.
b Number of docked conformations with < 20 Å RMSD between

predicted and known binding sites.
c Number of best docked conformations < 10 Å from the most po-

pulated region of their geometric centers.

The average number of predicted binding site resi-
dues less than 10 Å from the surface of the target protein
was 2.5 for the unmodified and 3.1 for the modified force
field. The docking performed with modified force field re-
sulted in improved clustering of docked conformations,
while in blind docking, docked conformations were al-
most evenly dispersed, which is shown in Figure 4. 

Figure 4. Clustering of docked conformations: (a) with the pre-

knowledge of protein-protein binding site; (b) blind docking. Most

populated clusters are colored red and least populated are colored

blue. Best docked conformations on both panels are shown in ma-

genta. Target protein in surface representation is colored grey.

The modified force field (5x) found 9 docked con-
formations with RMSD less than 20 Å between their pre-

dicted binding site residues and actual binding site resi-
dues (best docked conformations), while blind docking
found only 2 best docked conformations. Additionally,
docked structures found with modified force field were
clustered near the most populated region of docked con-
formations (geometric centers); while in blind docking we
observed no such clustering.

The clustering of best docked conformations near
the most populated region of docked conformations is
preferable. This suggests that the docking algorithm was
able to converge towards the native structure of the protein
complex. In Figure 5 are shown the best conformation of
unbound ligand (red) docked to target protein (green) and
the known crystal structure of the protein complex (chain
A, blue; chain B, slate). The best RMSD between the doc-
ked unbound ligand and the bound ligand from the crystal
structure is 11.1 Å.

Figure 5. Docked structures: the best docked conformation of un-

bound ligand FKBP12 with modified force field parameters is colo-

red red. The unbound target protein TβR-1 is colored green. The

predicted binding site residues of docked ligand are colored ma-

genta. The native conformations of FKBP12 and TβR-1 from cry-

stal structure of the protein complex are colored blue and slate, res-

pectively. All figures were rendered using PyMOL (http://pymol.

sourceforge.net).

4. Conclusions

We describe a new approach for prediction of pro-
tein-protein binding sites and apply it to docking of un-
bound protein structures. Binding sites on a protein are
found by searching the database of non-redundant protein

a) b)
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structures for the most conserved surface patch of surface
on the query protein. The AutoDock 4.0 docking program
force field is modified to focus the docking on the predic-
ted binding site. Comparison with blind docking (unmodi-
fied force field) reveals that being acquainted with the pre-
dicted protein-protein binding site significantly improves
clustering of docked conformations around the native con-
formation. 

Our approach for prediction of protein-protein bin-
ding sites using structural conservation of protein surfaces
is proved to be useful in protein-protein docking, in parti-
cular if the interface residues are not experimentally de-
termined.
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Povzetek
Biolo{ka funkcija proteinov, med drugim sposobnost tvorjenja medsebojnih interakcij, je odvisna predvsem od tridi-

menzionalne strukture njihovih vezavnih mest. Le-ta so se skozi evolucijo razvila tako, da u~inkovito ve`ejo molekule,

in so pogosto evolucijsko ohranjena. Identifikacija proteinskih vezavnih mest na proteinu za katerega vemo, da vstopa v

interakcije z drugimi proteini, pomagajo predvsem pri odkrivanju njegove funkcije, lahko pa jih uporabimo tudi za iz-

bolj{anje proteinskega sidranja. Pri zadnjem pristopu poznavanje vezavnih mest zmanj{a iskalni prostor algoritma za si-

dranje, s ~imer se pospe{i iskanje nativne konformacije proteinskega kompleksa. Razvili smo algoritem za iskanje lo-

kalnih strukturnih podobnosti med proteinom in bazo neredundan~nih proteinskih struktur, z namenom iskanja ohranje-

nih vezavnih mest na proteinih. Ta algoritem smo uporabili za odkrivanje ohranjenih mest na povr{ini proteinskih struk-

tur, ki smo jih ozna~ili kot proteinska vezavna mesta. Nato smo spremenili AutoDock program tako, da se pri sidranju

osredoto~a samo na napovedana proteinska vezavna mesta, s ~imer smo pohitrili in izbolj{ali postopek proteinskega si-

dranja. Spletni program, ki to omogo~a, je na voljo na http://probis.cmm.ki.si.


